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Frisbee! Is it a flying saucer When Fred grew up, he Did that discourage Fred? About the same time, Today, millions of people all
from an alien planet? Not rememberedthe fun he had It did not! He kept trying to college students in overtne world enjoy playing
quite! This amazing toy
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with his toy and decided to make a perfect flying disc. Connecticut were having fun games with fantastic flying3:32“ i°§§elll'l’9l'.‘%“?i‘°;e%‘“e’ 2i“:nr“i'“:r*':S“r;::i t::Sie;:::::;e:.o.i"t:;°* ‘Si?
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Morrison and a pie plate was metal to make discs that to make his discs. His idea Frisbie Pie Company, with ary and the World Book
his favorite toy. He tossed it looked just like his old pie worked. How those plastic the name Frisbie stamped on Encyclopedia. Look it up!
in the air, watched it get plate. The trouble was, discs flew! Fred called his the bottom of each tin plate.
caught up in the wind and those discs were heavy and toy Morrison's Flyin' Saucer. People from Wham-O heard
then jumped to catch it. didn t fly very well. Later, Fred sold his idea to about the pie plates, liked

Wham-O, a company in the Frisbie name and
California, and the toy got a changed its spelling. Fred‘s
new name, Pluto Platter. flying pie plate had another

name change. It was now
called a Frisbee disc! It still
has that name.

Fred's story tells how one of the world's greatest toys reallycame to be. Write a make-believestory about another way it could have happened with YOU as the Frisbee
inventor. Don't worry about facts, just try to make your story believable.

WHA T'S THE BIG IDEA?
Think about some familiartoys. The ball, jump rope, Yo-Yo, Hula Hoop®, skateboard and Frisbee are some. Choose one and pretend you've invented it. You want to sell your

idea to Wham-O. Remember, this is a very new idea and the people at Wham-0 know nothing about it. Go ahead! Sell them on your great idea.
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VERY NEW PRODUCT PRESENTATION FORM
Product Name 5. Why do you think it's fun? L———j——

Brief descriptionTe

6. How will we make it?
How did you come up with this idea?Tin

Are there any bad things about it thatwe should know?
How does it work?

Why is this idea going to be a success?
LL
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ACTIVITY TWO

You Can FlingThal: F:-isbee®
-Bul: How Far?

The great thing about discs is that they can be thrown and caught in so many
ways. Look at the poster and try all the fabulous flings. Don't try to throw too hard
or too high. lt’s all in the wrist. Think of sliding the disc through the air and make
sure you give it lots of spin with a snap of your wrist. If you mess up, try again.

Once you get the fling of it, challenge yourself. Estimate how far you can fling
that disc. Being a good estimator can be really important. You've done it many
times. Rememberwhen you estimated how long it would take to finish your home-
work before you could watch your favorite Nickelodeon® program!

Got the idea? Now, thinkdistance. How wide is your backyard? Could you
toss a Frisbee across it? A boy in Sweden holds the world record for disc throwing.
How far did his Frisbee fly? Practicallythe length of a football field.

. .
and that's 100

yards! Don‘t expect to fling that faron yourfirst try. Put yourestimate on the
pictograph. Then, fling that Frisbee. Finish the pictograph to show how far it
really flew.

Tossing Around the Numbers
Check out your classmates’ pictographs. You have lots of numbers to play

with from this test. Use them. Be a numbers sleuth to find the answers to these
questions.
1. What was the average estimated throw?
2 What was the average distance thrown?
3. What percentage overestimated their throws?
4 What percentage underestimated their throws?

  
 Sample Pictograph Mtrs

_; U’!

_; 3

0'1

Estimated Throw Actual Throw Estimated Throw Actual Throw

Get Artsy!
Frisbee disc play is an art and a science. Show the art by creating a poster that

shows how it feels to play with the Frisbee. Go for it! Use this space to plan your
poster design.
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ACTIVITY THREE

Let theGames Begin!
Here's a game thatwill have you playing, practicing and cheering. lt's Basebee

and you don't need a mitt, a ball or a bat to play. Just grab a Frisbee® disc and get
started. Here's how:

Set uptwo teams. Review baseball rules. All apply except forthe following
differences. The "pitcher" on one team tosses a disc to the "flinger" on the other
team. The flinger tries to catch the disc while keeping one foot on home base. Three
misses and the flinger is out; four throws out of reach and the flinger walks.

The flinger must toss immediately after catching a pitch and run for first base.
All flinger throws must be in the air past the line between first and third base. No
bunting allowed. Off-base runners may be put out by being tagged or hit with the
disc below the knees.

You know the game, now play it! Use the scorecard to the right. Pick two
teams and give each a catchy name.

Basebee is much like baseball. Read each statement below. Write Basebee
next to each rule for that game. Write Baseball next to each rule for that game.
Write Both next to the rules that the games share.

A pitcher makes the toss.

The pitcher tosses to a flinger.
A batter tries to hit a pitch.
The game is divided into innings.
A score is called a home run.

mo-*-9~>.~.-e
Only one piece of equipment is needed for the game.

Innings
3 4 5 6

Breate-a-Game
What games do you like to play? Choose one and thinkabout how you could

play it with a Frisbee disc. Give the game a new name and tell how it should be
played. Test it out in your mind and with your friends. It's good to start off with a
clear idea of the object of the game. What are the players trying to do? Experiment
with different rules to see which work best.
Game:
Rules:

2
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ACTIVITY FOUR

Try the games your class invented. Take a vote. Choose the favorite new
Frisbee game. Then, answer these questions.
1. Does everyone understand the game rules?
2. Is the game fun for both beginners and Frisbee experts?
3. Is special equipment needed to play?

Here are some othersimple games to try:
Game 1
1. On a playground, draw a circle about 2 yards in diameter. Draw three more

circles around the first one to make a target. Make sure each circle measures
one yard from the others.

2. Give point values to each circle. The center circle is 6 points, the next is 4
points, the next is 2 points and the outer circle is 1 point.

3. Stand five yards from the outer circle. Throw the Frisbee. Score points each
time it lands completely inside a space with a point value. Each player gets
two turns.

This game is called "Bullseye Accuracy." Why is that a good name for
the game?

Game 2
Divide the class into four teams (two teams can play against the other two).

Start by having a person from one team stand a short distance from a person on the
other team. Players throw a Frisbee back and forth. Each time a catch is made,
players take a step back. if a player misses a catch, he or she is out and another
team membertakes over. The team that runs out of players loses. The two winning
teams can play each other to determine a class champion.

Read the names below. Which is the best name for this game?
Speed Flow Frills

Why?
Backoff Keepaway

 
   

Guts
It sounds weird but it's a great game. Divide into two teams
of 5 players each. Make a court with 2 parallel lines, 10 yards apart.
The official distance is 15 yards. Adjustthe distance as you get better.

To play:
3 Each team lines up fingertip to fingertip along parallel goal lines.
Cl Each team takes turns throwing the disc to the opposing team. All players on the

receiving team must toe the goal line and extend their arms in an attempt to catch.
(Beginning players are allowed to catch with two hands.)

I] A catch requires that the catcher make the next throw. A throwtouched, but
not caught, requires that the next throw be made by the player who touched the
disc. A throw not touched, permits any player on the receiving team to make the
next throw.

Cl A good throw not resulting in a catch scores one point for the throwing team. A
good throw resulting in a catch scores no point. Teams switch ends of the court at
11 point (cumulative) intervals. Games are usually to 21 points. A team must win
by 2 points.

count Those Discs!
Do you have a Frisbee in your home? Do you have more than one? Find out.

Conduct a survey on Frisbee knowledge and use. Interview members of your
family. Start with these questions:
1.
2.
3.
4

How many flying discs do you own?
How many of them are on the roof?
How many people (or animals) in the familyhave played with a disc?
What disc games have you played?
Work together to add other questions. Make sure everyone asks the same

ones. Compare results. Make predictions. How about estimating how many flying
discs are in your whole town? State? Country? If you lined them side-to-side would
they reach the moon? What's your guess?
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